Abstract-With meter-resolution images delivered by modern SAR satellites like TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X, it is now possible to map urban areas from space in very high level of details using advanced interferometric techniques such as persistent scatterer interferometry and tomographic SAR (TomoSAR), whereas these multi-pass interferometric techniques are based on a great number of images. We aim at improving the estimation accuracy of TomoSAR while reducing the required number of images by incorporating prior knowledge of buildings into estimation. In this manuscript, we propose a novel workflow that marries the freely available 2D building footprint GIS data and the group sparsity concept for TomoSAR inversion. Experiments on bistatic SAR data stacks demonstrate great potential of the proposed approach, e.g., highly accurate tomographic reconstruction is achieved using six interferograms only.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors, such as TerraSAR-X (TSX), TanDEM-X (TDX) and COSMOSkyMED, deliver SAR data with very high spatial resolution of up to 1 m. With these meter-resolution data, advanced multipass interferometric techniques like persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) and tomographic SAR (TomoSAR) allow retrieving not only the 3D geometrical shape but also the undergoing temporal motion in the millimeter scale of individual buildings [1] - [5] . In particular, sparse reconstruction based methods [6] [7] , e.g. SL1MMER [8] , give robust TomoSAR inversion with very high elevation resolution, and can offer so far ultimate 3D, 4D and 5D SAR imaging [9] [10] .
In spite of that, the downside of PSI and TomoSAR is their high data demand. For instance, in the interesting parameter range of spaceborne SAR and by using even the most efficient algorithms, such as non-linear least squares and SL1MMER, 11 is the critical number of acquisitions required to achieve a reasonable reconstruction [8] . "Reasonable" in this context means that given an average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 6 dB, the detection rate of double scatterers with a distance of one Rayleigh resolution unit reaches 90%. However, if we can extract certain detailed features or patterns of high-rise buildings in SAR images beforehand, the required number of images can be significantly reduced by incorporating such features as prior for a joint estimation.
For this purpose, we propose a novel workflow marrying the globally available 2D building footprint GIS data and the group sparsity concept for TomoSAR inversion.
II. PRIOR KNOWLEDGE RETRIEVAL
We work with bistatic high resolution spotlight TSX/TDX interferograms with cross-track baselines ranging between approximately ±200 m. The single-pass characteristic renders path delay effects very small and deformation negligible. For this reason these datasets are ideal to test our proposed methodology.
In order to retrieve prior information pertaining to building regions, 2D building footprints are downloaded from OpenStreetMap (OSM). The first necessary step is to perform 2D transformation to project the vertices of these footprints from world coordinates to SAR azimuth-range coordinates. k n ∈ belongs to the side facing the sensor if and only if its projection onto the line at zeroth range axis (i.e., line defined as rg = 0 with zero azimuth slope) does not self-intersect the reference polygon. The range of total number of vertices belonging to side visible to the sensor in any footprint is m where 1 m n < ≤ . The inequality that m > 1 depicts that, if not occluded, at least one side or two vertices of the building are always visible to the side looking SAR sensor. 
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Afterwards, we perform morphological operations to compute the number of background pixels (num) in the ROI image I derived using ROI poly from the SAR image. If num is less than a specified threshold TH, then the desired building mask is generated otherwise the procedure is repeated by recomputing ROI poly using 5 d d = − . I.e., the already shifted vertices (i.e., 2 3 4 , and v v v ′ ′ ′ ) are progressively shifted 5m away from the sensor or towards the building footprint (see Fig. 1 ). In other words, starting with bigger polygonal region, the algorithm recursively reduces the polygon till it finds the best match.
Following the extraction of building mask, pixels sharing similar height are then grouped together in a nearest-neighbor manner. 
III. GROUP SPARSITY IN TOMOSAR
In this section, we first revisit a data model commonly used in TomoSAR, as well as the SL1MMER algorithm. Following this, we extend the SL1MMER algorithm to the multiple snapshot case. The extended version exploits group sparsity and is named as M-SL1MMER.
A. TomoSAR System Model
After acquisition, raw SAR data will be focused onto the azimuth-range (x-r) plane. During this process, information along the third dimension, the so-called elevation axis s perpendicular to x-r, is lost. I.e., echoes from, e.g., ground, building facade and roof sharing the same distance to the sensor, are mapped onto one single pixel. To reconstruct s and to separate those different contributions, TomoSAR utilizes scenes acquired from slightly different viewing angles to synthesize an elevation aperture Δb along s (cf. aperture along x created by steering radar beam) for full 3D SAR imaging. A well-established model, which can be found, e.g., in [11] , is given by
is the single snapshot observation vector with each entry g n sampled irregularly at the elevation frequency Similar to azimuth resolution, the elevation counterpart ρ s is inversely proportional to Δb [11] . For the high resolution spotlight TSX/TDX data w.r.t. our test area, s ρ is about 24.9 m, being much worse than the corresponding azimuth and range resolution (approx. 1.10 and 0.588 m, respectively) due to tight orbit control.
B. The SL1MMER Algorithm
To tackle (1), an algorithm called SL1MMER, which stands for Scale-down by L1 norm Minimization, Model selection, and Estimation Reconstruction, has been proposed in [8] to achieve both accuracy and robustness. SL1MMER has been originally designed for TomoSAR in urban areas, under the assumption that there are only a few dominant scatterers (phase centers) along s within each x-r pixel [2] . I.e., γ has merely K non-zero entries with typically K = 0, 1, 2, or 3. As its name suggests, this algorithm consists of the following three main steps.
1) Scale-down by L 1 Norm Minimization
To exploit the sparse prior on γ, the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) method based on the L 1 norm of γ is used
where K λ is a hyperparameter balancing model error and the sparsity of γ. LASSO is known to deliver robust elevation estimates of dominant scatterers. Therefore, by identifying the most significant entries in γ and choosing corresponding columns of R, the dimension of the original problem can be downscaled by a large factor. However, LASSO is prone to amplitude bias as a result of L 1 norm relaxation and introduces outliers when certain mathematical conditions of R are not fully satisfied (as is the case for most real-world problems). In this regard, the next two steps are deemed necessary.
2) Model Selection
The initial estimate γ from (2) may contain artifacts, which falsifies its sparsity level K. In order to get rid of them, the model's goodness of fit should be penalized by its complexity to avoid overfitting of data. Model selection can be regarded as the following optimization problem
is the likelihood function of g given the estimate of unknown θ(K) and K, C(·) is the penalty term for model complexity. By choosing an appropriate penalty criterion, (3) can be solved to estimate the most likely positions ŝ of non-zero elements in γ , which further shrinks R. This leaves only one last step to correct amplitude bias.
3) Parameter Estimation
At this stage, we have a much slimmer sensing matrix which we define as 
is the aggregate of both measurement noise and the error introduced by model selection. Since (4) is probably overdetermined, it can be solved with L 2 norm minimization
where (·) H denotes Hermitian transpose.
The Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for elevation estimate ŝ has been derived for single-and double-scatterer case in [12] and [8] , respectively.
C. The M-SL1MMER Algorithm
We extend the SL1MMER method to M-SL1MMER, i.e., for the multiple snapshot case. By applying the method described in section II, we already have M pixels along an isoheight line. We assume that within each of these pixels, there is a dominant scatterer located on building façade. Hence, those M scatterers should reside at the same height or elevation position. For each pixel, we have, similar to (1), :
by using identical discretization of s. Thus, we can rewrite (6) as
where
is the unknown reflectivity matrix with each row corresponding to a discrete elevation position, and E accounts for both additive noise and model error.
Eq. (7) is again an underdetermined system with N L  . Since we assume that each snapshot has a contribution from the same elevation position of building façade, the non-zero entries of Γ are aligned in a row-wise fashion. Indeed, there can be more non-zero rows related to ground, lower infrastructures, building roof, etc. Still, the number of non-zero rows of Γ is very limited. This property of signals is also referred to as group sparsity. To solve (7) while incorporating this prior, Γ can be estimated using the group LASSO method [13] After the downscaling step based on the estimate from (8), model selection and parameter estimation will be performed individually for each pixel as the original SL1MMER algorithm suggests.
IV. EXPERIMENTS USING SIMULATED AND REAL DATA
First of all, we evaluate the performance of the proposed M-SL1MMER algorithm using simulated data. We synthesize ground-façade interactions of two scatterers spaced by decreasing elevation distances, which is a well-known benchmark TomoSAR simulation setting [2] [6] . Four scenarios are taken into account with N = 11, 6 and SNR = 10, 3 dB due to the following reasons: -As mentioned in section I, 11 is the critical number of interferograms for a reasonable reconstruction if SL1MMER is used [8] ; in the case of two scatterers, 6 is the number of unknowns, namely the amplitude, phase and elevation positon of each scatterer; -SNR of 3 and 10 dB are usually considered as a lower and an upper bound for persistent scatterers, respectively [16] .
For each elevation distance, we independently generate 100 simulations with each containing 48 snapshots, i.e. M = 48, which is an average case for the test building in Fig. 1 . K λ is chosen adaptively such that each non-zero element or row position stays consistent while tuning it within a certain range.
We solve the LASSO and group LASSO problems separately, and follow strictly the rest of SL1MMER procedures to perform model selection and parameter estimation. In Fig. 2a , the detection rate P D is shown for N = 11 w.r.t. the true elevation distance of scatterers from façade and ground, normalized to ρ s . We define detection for the case in which not only two scatterers are distinguished, but also their estimates should be bounded by ±3×CRLB of their true elevation. Note that CRLB increases with decreasing elevation distance due to the mutual interference of two scatterers [8] . The red and orange lines denote P D for SNR = 10 dB with M-SL1MMER and SL1MMER, while lines in blue and violet are plotted for SNR = 3 dB, again with M-SL1MMER and SL1MMER, respectively. Moreover, false alarm rate P F is illustrated in Fig. 2b as a function of SNR for M-SL1MMER (red) and SL1MMER (orange), respectively. For the case N = 6, the gain of using multiple snapshots regarding P D and P F is comparable. Elevation estimates are shown in Fig. 3 , where each dot depicts sample mean of all estimates, with error bar indicating the corresponding standard deviation. The true elevation profiles would be two line segments, one on offdiagonal related to building façade and the other parallel to the x-axis related to ground. Green dashed lines mark true elevation profiles ±1×CRLB. Missing points suggest that detection rate is below 25%. Overall, the elevation estimation accuracy of SL1MMER approaches CRLB and degrades with decreasing elevation distance. On the other hand, M-SL1MMER offers not only much smaller estimation variance, but also better super-resolution (cf. Fig. 2a ). SL1MMER performs in particular much more inferiorly with small N and low SNR. On the contrary, even for the case N = 6, reasonable profiles are reconstructed with M-SL1MMER.
In addition, M-SL1MMER is applied to the bistatic TSX/TDX data mentioned in section II. The results are compared to those obtained using SL1MMER. Fig. 4 shows the reconstructed and color-coded elevation of our test building, overlaid with intensity. From left to right, the originally superimposed and now separated scatterers, namely first layer with M-SL1MMER and SL1MMER, second layer with M-SL1MMER and SL1MMER, are represented respectively.
On the top of our test building, reflections from building roof and façade are overlaid. In Fig. 4 , dominating scattering from roof (red) can be seen in the first layer, whereas the corresponding parts of façade are visible in the second layer. Besides, parallelogram patterns in the second layer can be attributed to reflections within window frames. We do not expect many reflections from lower structures though, due to the large slope of the shell-like roof in front of the test building. It is evident that M-SL1MMER significantly outperforms SL1MMER. In particular, when N = 6, i.e., using extremely small number of scenes, the second layer estimated using SL1MMER is deteriorated by false alarms (cf. Fig. 2b ) while M-SL1MMER still achieves reasonable results. V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a novel framework is proposed which can improve the estimation accuracy of TomoSAR while reducing the required number of images. The core idea is the exploitation of group sparsity within iso-height SAR pixel clusters that can be identified with the support of online available GIS data -2D building footprints. Experiments on simulated and real bistatic TSX/TDX data stacks demonstrate the great potential of the proposed approach. In the future, we will extend the proposed M-SL1MMER for higher dimensional spectral estimation problems, e.g. differential tomographic SAR reconstruction. 
